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Introduction
Concentrated solar power (CSP) technology using fine-grained solid particles as a heat transfer
fluid (HTF) and thermal energy storage (TES) medium is rapidly gaining attention due to its low
cost and excellent thermal stability of solid particles at high operating temperatures (>700ºC). As
such, particle CSP technology could potentially enable the use of high-efficiency power cycles
such as supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2). In order to enhance the particle-side heat transfer
and allow a simpler design, a new concept of moving bed particle heat exchanger (PHX) was
introduced in the previous work (Soo Too and Kim, 2019) by incorporating particle flow
constriction in multiple short stages, as shown in Figure 1a. This could potentially pave the way
for re-mixing of particles at the end of each stage in addition to prevent the full thermal
development of the particle flow. This paper extends the investigations on heat transfer
characteristics of the proposed staged moving bed PHX through experimental and numerical
studies.
Experimental work
The experimental particle heat exchanger test facility, as shown in Figure 1b, was designed and
constructed to investigate thermal performance of different moving bed PHX designs. The test rig
consists of a heated particle vessel up to temperature of 800°C, a shell-and-tube PHX section with
or without particle flow constrictions (Figure 1c), a particle receptable vessel and a chilled-water
cooling loop to extract heat from the particle moving bed. For an annular gap of 4.75 mm where
350 µm particles move downwards under the action of gravity and transfer heat to the cooling
water in the heat exchanger tube, preliminary experimental results show that the mean particle
bulk-to-wall heat transfer coefficient values of 211 and 234 W/m2-K could be achieved at particle
bulk velocities of 0.036 and 0.064 m/s respectively. Details of the experimental setup and results
as well as heat transfer analysis of a moving bed PHX with and without particle flow constrictions
will be presented.
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Figure 1. (a) A schematic of the proposed staged moving-bed particle heat exchanger
concept with multiple flow constriction plates along the length of the heat exchanger, (b) An
experimental PHX test facility and (c) PHX test section with or without particle flow
contrictions.
CFD-DEM modelling
Experimental measurements could provide a global perspective on the thermal performance of a
moving bed PHX. However, capturing the particle-laden fluid flow and heat transfer at specific
regions of the PHX (e.g. particle-to-wall, particle flow in the constriction regions) using
experimental techniques is difficult. To circumvent this limitation, a coupled computational fluid
dynamics and discrete element method (CFD-DEM) model is developed in OpenFOAM
(OpenFOAM, 2019) and LIGGGHTS (LIGGGHTS, 2016) by taking into account the particle-fluid,
particle-particle and particle-wall momentum and energy interactions which are the dominant
modes of transport, particularly in this moving bed PHX. At the initial stage of model development,
the computational domain of the staged PHX comprising flow constrictions is simplified by
considering 1/8th section of the entire particle flow domain and 300 mm domain length in order to
reduce computational time. The boundary conditions of the computational domain are shown in
Figure 2a.
The particle velocity and temperature of a moving bed PHX with flow constrictions is shown in
Figure 2b. It is shown that the incorporation of flow constriction could allow re-mixing of particles at
each constriction zone and continuously create new thermal entrance regions as evidenced by the
widest range of particle temperatures in the region of the flow constrictions. Details of the
numerical model and extended thermal analysis, including comparison between PHX with and
without flow constrictions as well as flow constriction gap optimisation, will be presented.
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Figure 2. (a) Simplification of modelling geometry, (b) Particle velocity and temperature of
the moving bed PHX with two flow constrictions (annular gap of 5 mm, 350 m particles,
bulk velocity of 0.05 m/s).
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